
STD MAP COPY-ON-WRITE ARRAY

class MyString { private: class Buf { privatestd::size_t refct_; char *data_; }; . I would suggest that if one wants to
implement copy-on-write.

Of course, copying is expensive, moving is cheap. Instead of an expensive copy operation you can use a cheap
move operation. If the majority of logical copies that are produced are never mutated, this approach may be
more efficient than always making copies of strings. If not, copy the target of the "immutable item" reference
and CompareExchange a reference to the new object into the "mutable item" reference. In line 75 - 78
std::string follows. The qcow2 QEMU copy on write disk image format uses the copy-on-write technique to
reduce disk image size. Typically, the snapshots store only the modified data, and are stored close to the main
array, so they are only a weak form of incremental backup and cannot substitute for a full backup. I will
compare in this post the performance of the copy and move semantic for the containers the Standard Template
Library STL. To clone an object, if the clone is expected to be cloned again before it is mutated, retrieve the
value of the "immutable-item" reference. At the end I'm interested in the ratio between the copy and move
semantic line  I want to see numbers showing that deep copying is more expensive than atomic reference
counts before I alter my stance. The function takes as argument the container and the name of the container.
When the computer fails, a recent copy of the log and other data remain safe on disk. In high-reliability
software[ edit ] Phantom OS uses CoW at all levels, not just a database or file system. The performance
measurement takes place in the function template measurePerformane line 21 -  I've heard similar claims, and
I've always wondered about the details. But these numbers are in strong contradiction to the numbers on
Windows. The becomes even more strange if I compile and execute the program without optimization. If
wrappers don't have to be thread-safe but the wrapped strings do, what would be the effects of having each
wrapper hold a pointer to an mutable version of a string and a pointer to an immutable version, with the
proviso that either exactly one pointer would be non-null, or they would point to identical strings? Both
platforms are bit. Therefore, the executables are build for bit. Because the containers are quite big, releasing
their memory is a must. So, what's the difference to the move semantic. What insight can I derive for the
numbers? If null, retrieve the "mutable-item" reference. Sequential container: std::vector is as expected the
fastest container in case of copying or moving. If it is null, make a copy of the "mutable item" target and
CompareExchange a reference to that new object into the immutable-item reference. I will ignore the
associative containers , which can have more equal keys. Otherwise, check whether the "immutable-item"
reference is non-null. That will not hold for myArray. Note that a few more copy operations may be required
when using this approach than when using an "aggressive" approach.


